Vibration plethysmography: a method for studying the visco-elastic properties of finger arteries.
Vibration plethysmography records changes in vascular volume produced by fast vibrations of cuff pressure. From these, waveforms of dynamic vascular compliance (DVC) are obtained. A total of 46 recordings of DVC, photo-electric plethysmogram (PG), cuff pressure (CP), and indirect blood pressure (BP) are performed on two adjacent fingers (third and fourth) in 23 healthy subjects. The shape and polarity of the DVC waveform markedly depends upon CP or transmural pressure (TP) (TP = BP - CP). The correlation coefficient between DVC and PG waveforms is nearly -1 at negative mean TP, near zero at zero TP, and approaches +1 at positive TP. For CP moving between systolic and diastolic BP, the DVC waveform shows a diastolic peak, with its maximum close to the zero value of instantaneous TP. xy-diagrams of PG against TP and of DVC against TP plotted for the diastolic phase of single pulses reveal a close coincidence of the DVC peak with the maximum slope of the PG/TP curve. A similar relationship appears when slow changes in PG and the amplitude of PG pulse waves are plotted against mean TP.